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Abstract. The simple unification scheme of powerful ra-
dio galaxies and quasars, based entirely on the orientation
dependent effects, has been confronted with the observed
radio structures for 152 radio galaxies and 173 steep spec-
trum quasars. Contrary to the scheme’s prediction, the
cosmological evolution of geometrical parameters describ-
ing the large scale structure of these two types of radio
sources are different. Linear size, arm ratio asymmetry and
bending are all together stronger evolving with epoch for
radio galaxies. Moreover, linear size and bending are more
closely correlated with radio luminosity for radio galaxies
than for quasars. This supports the supposition that, even
if these two AGN classes are intrinsically identical sets of
objects in deep interior regions, their large scale structures
reveal rather various host environmental conditions which
can lead to various classes of objects.
Key words: cosmology – galaxies: radio – quasars –
galaxies
1. Introduction
The large scale structures of extended quasars and radio
galaxies can be used as a test for radio galaxy-quasar uni-
fication schemes. If both the mentioned categories of radio
sources are intrinsically the same type of objects but only
appear different to an observer due to the various viewing
directions, according to the Barthel’s (1989) hypothesis,
then their radio structures are expected to evolve with
redshift in the same way. This suggestion was put forward
by Gopal-Krishna and Kulkarni (1992) on the grounds of
radio linear sizes attained by extended quasars and power-
ful radio galaxies. However, Chyz˙y and Zie¸ba (1993, here-
after CZ), came recently, on the base of 152 radio galaxies
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and 173 quasars, to a quite contrary view indicating dif-
ferences not only in the cosmological evolution of radio
galaxy and quasar linear sizes but also in their size depen-
dence on radio luminosity. A conclusion supporting this
point of view was also reported by Singal (1993b) who ex-
amined a large sample of 789 sources. Singal (1993a) also
showed that observed relative numbers and linear sizes of
radio galaxies and quasars from 3CR sample are incon-
sistent with unification even invoking a cosmic evolution
in the opening angle of obscuring torus ψ. In recent work
Gopal-Krishna et al. (1994) tried to bring into agreement
Singal’s results with the unified scenario by incorporat-
ing a misalignment between the radio axis and the axis
of the visibility cone defined by the optically-thick torus
surrounding the nuclear region. However, their approach
seems to be not convincing enough regarding the involve-
ment of rather large misalignment angles without any dis-
cussion of their distribution.
In this paper we present further investigation of cosmic
evolution of radio structures based upon the other geomet-
rical parameters which describe the observed structures.
Apart from the simplest linear size parameter L it is pos-
sible to determine two independent parameters assessing
the asymmetry of the structure: the arm lengths ratio Q,
defined as the ratio of the distances of hot spots from the
core; and the misalignmentM , which measures the appar-
ent bending, and is defined as the ratio of the displacement
of the core from the source axis to the linear size (see also
Fig. 1 in Zie¸ba and Chyz˙y 1991, hereafter ZC).
The asymmetry parameters Q and M can potentially
be a powerful tool in the consistency test for the orien-
tation based unification scheme as, according to it, their
evolutionary patterns should be the same for radio galax-
ies and quasars. Contrary to the linear size, they are not
sensitive to the simple homological rescaling of the whole
structure and hence to the age or expansion velocity of
the structure. In that case, possibly revealed differences
in asymmetry evolution of radio galaxies and quasars
might give evidence in favor of even deeper physical dif-
ferences between these two AGN types of sources. We per-
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formed such a quantitative comparison of radio galaxy and
quasar apparent asymmetry, evaluating the dependence of
the Q and M parameters on redshift z and spectral radio
luminosity P at 1.4 GHz.
We also discussed the importance of projection effects
using observed Q, M and L distributions for finding the
best fits of the kinematical model, consistent with unifica-
tion scenario, separately for radio galaxies and quasars. A
similar orientation modeling of radio source properties was
also presented by Lister et al. (1994). Another approach to
the problem of asymmetry observed among extragalactic
radio sources based on the detailed brightness distribution
was recently published by Rys´ (1994).
2. The samples
The observational base for our discussion comprises two
samples which were described and used in our earlier pa-
pers (ZC, CZ). The radio galaxy sample contains 152
triple, edge-brightened FRII powerful objects (Fanaroff
and Riley 1974), carefully selected from the GB/GB2 com-
plete sample (Machalski and Maslowski 1982) and the
3CR sample (Spinrad et al. 1985), based mainly on the
compilation of Macklin (1981). The main contributions
to the quasar sample, containing 173 objects, come from
Barthel et al. list (1988), Hintzen et al. (1983), Miley
and Hartsuijker (1978), 3CR sample (Spinrad et al. 1985)
and GB/GB2 sources (Machalski and Maslowski 1982).
To avoid undesirable bias all possible subgalactic compact
steep spectrum sources (linear size less than 10 kpc) had
been extracted from the final sample.
Arm lengths ratio, misalignment and linear size were
calculated from the positions of the hot spots and the cen-
tral component, which are usually found in publications,
or were estimated directly from maps. Radio flux densi-
ties at 1.4 GHz and 4.85 GHz were taken from White
and Becker (1992) and Becker et al. (1991) catalogues re-
spectively. Spectral indices and luminosities at 1.4 GHz
in the emitted frame of the sources were derived from
those data using an Einstein-de Sitter Universe (q0 = 0.5)
with a Hubble constant H0 = 100 km s
−1 Mpc−1. Ta-
ble 1 and 2 (accessible in electronic form) list all selected
radio galaxies and quasars along with redshift, luminos-
ity, estimated geometrical parameters Q, M , L and lit-
erature data. The radio galaxy sample spans the redshift
range 0.03 < z < 1.8 and the luminosity 1024.2 < P [W
Hz−1] < 1028.1 and the quasar sample spans respectively
0.1 < z < 2.7 and 1025.1 < P [W Hz−1] < 1028.3.
3. Results
In order to derive the evolutionary behavior of the asym-
metry of radio structures we estimated the dependence of
the median values of Q and M parameter on redshift and
radio luminosity in the form: ∝(1 + z)n and ∝P β respec-
tively. As the coverage of the P -z plane by our radio galax-
ies and quasars is not uniform the special method was ap-
plied to eliminate the influence of the observed redshift-
luminosity correlation. This method follows Oort’s (1987)
approach and was in detail described in our earlier paper
(ZC). The first step consists in binning the data in broad
regions in the P -z diagram, so that for equal radio lumino-
sity bins (0.6 and 0.45 for radio galaxies and quasars re-
spectively), the number of sources in each two dimensional
region P -z was about 13(±3). The observed median values
calculated for the resulting regions are presented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Median values of redshift versus luminosity for radio
galaxy (◦) and quasar (△) groups resulting from the binning
The dependence of a median value of an asymmetry
parameter on redshift was fitted in subsequent steps, si-
multaneously with rescaling the parameter to the chosen
luminosity using the updated values of the P β relation
found in the previous step. The best solutions we have
found for the fitted n and β when this approach was used
on our quasar and radio galaxy samples are listed in Ta-
ble 1 together with 95% confidence intervals and analo-
gous values estimated for linear sizes. All numbers pre-
sented in Table 1 were calculated in a uniform manner
using log(Q,M,L)-logP and -log(1 + z) planes for rescal-
ing of the source parameters to a fixed radio luminosity
P = 1026 W Hz−1 and redshift z = 0. The radio galaxies
were taken on the whole without dividing them into classes
of weak and bright objects as we did before (ZC,CZ). As
a consequence some numbers now obtained are slightly
different from those published earlier indicating this way
how rescaling procedure influences the results, however
the obtained general picture is the same. The striking re-
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Table 1. The best-fit model parameters of asymmetry and
linear size evolution of radio galaxies and quasars and 95%
confidence interval in parenthesis.
β n
Radio Galaxies
Q +0.05 ±0.01 −0.54 ±0.11
(+0.03,+0.07) (−0.79,−0.29)
M −0.28 ±0.07 +2.91 ±0.62
(−0.44,−0.12) (+1.51,+4.31)
L +0.35 ±0.03 −3.36 ±0.40
(+0.28,+0.42) (−4.26,−2.46)
Quasars
Q +0.01 ±0.01 −0.13 ±0.06
(−0.01,+0.03) (−0.26,+0.00)
M +0.01 ±0.05 +0.28 ±0.27
(−0.10,+0.12) (−0.31,+0.87)
L −0.10 ±0.05 −1.31 ±0.28
(−0.20,+0.01) (−1.93,−0.69)
sult of the comparison of the fitted parameters shown in
Table 1 is the stronger evolution of the asymmetry Q and
M for radio galaxies than for quasars in concordance with
the faster decrease of radio galaxy linear sizes, reported
before (CZ). Furthermore, quasars, contrary to the radio
galaxies, show rather weak dependence on radio luminos-
ity (small β values) in common for all the discussed geo-
metrical parameters. The differences between parameters
found for radio galaxies and quasars are statistically sig-
nificant (at least at 95% of confidence level) and seem to
contradict the simple unification scenario based entirely
on the viewing angle.
We should emphasize that the above calculations were
carried out using all median values of Q, M , L param-
eters estimated for our radio galaxies and quasars, thus
for samples not matched in redshift or luminosity. There
are to few median points to estimate the model parame-
ters β and n at satisfactory level of significance for radio
galaxies and quasars restricted to the matched regions in
P -z space. However, we have not observed any abrupt
change in the results when some median points were ex-
cluded from the analysis. For example, we performed ad-
ditional calculation to examine the influence of high red-
shift quasars (z > 1.4) on the results presented in Table 1.
For that purpose all quasars from four the highest-redshift
bins (see Fig. 1) were removed from the sample and whole
fitting procedure was repeated. The numbers we obtained
[−0.00± 0.02; −0.15± 0.12] : β and n for Q;
[+0.01± 0.05; +0.48± 0.53] : β and n for M ;
[−0.01± 0.06; −1.93± 0.43] : β and n for L;
indicate the similar to all quasars behavior of Q,M and L
parameters. Of course, the errors are increased due to
the smaller data set, but the estimated values of β and
n still remain in 95% of confidence intervals presented in
Table 1.
The possible causes underlying for the evolution of ge-
ometrical parameters seems to be similar for radio galaxies
and quasars. For both types of objects with increasing red-
shift there is a fast decrease in their sizes, increase in bend-
ing and slower increase in arm asymmetry (see Fig. 2).
However, this epoch dependency is far stronger for radio
galaxies than for quasars which resemble analogous ten-
dency in correlation with luminosity. The dependence of
the structure parameters on radio luminosity is presented
on Fig. 3 where differences between galaxies and quasars
are even more visible.
The comparison of observed structures of radio galax-
ies and quasars can be also performed by another, distinct
method. Having, for both analysed samples, the observed
distributions of Q, M and L we looked for the best pa-
rameters of the three-point kinematical model that can
reproduce the observational data, and explored ranges of
values, and the sensitivities of the results to them. Ac-
cording to the model, two plasmons, simultaneously and
non-collineary ejected from the core at two opposite sides,
propagate through the external medium with constant but
different velocities. The three-point representation of a ra-
dio source (the core plus two plasmons) is projected onto
the sky, taking into account the Doppler effect, thus pro-
ducing an observed structure for which the Q, M , L pa-
rameters can be computed. The detailed description of
the model and the exact simulation procedure for achiev-
ing the model distribution of Q, M and L was presented
in our earlier paper (ZC). However, in order to make the
procedure consistent with the unification scheme, the line
of sight angle θ, measured from the radio axis, was cho-
sen at random from the probability density P (θ) ∝ sin(θ)
within the viewing angle interval [18◦, ψ] for quasars and
[ψ, 90◦] for radio galaxies (Fig. 4).
As quasars in our sample are triple sources, larger than
10 kpc, we eliminated from simulation objects seen almost
along the radio axis, inside the cone of 18◦. This number
follows from the comparison of quasars counts in our sam-
ple and the 3CR complete data set.
The procedure for searching the model parameters was
used separately for different subsamples of radio galaxies
and quasars constructed from our data set. We distin-
guished quasars and radio galaxies in two redshift inter-
vals for which both types of objects are observed. The first
spans a range 0.2 < z < 0.7 and the second 0.7 < z < 1.4
(in Fig. 1 they fill together the P -z space between plotted
dividing lines). This division gives a reasonable numbers
of objects and does not join rather different sources in one
class (e.g. there is a deficiency of quasars in our neighbour
and scarcity of far away triple radio galaxies). The model
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Table 2. The best-fit kinematical model parameters for radio galaxies and quasars for different range of redshift and opening
angle of obscuring torus ψ. The probabilities (in percent) measure the goodness of fits. In the last section the upper rows refer
to radio galaxies and the lower ones to quasars.
0.2 < z < 0.7 0.7 < z < 1.4
ψ ψ
35◦ 45◦ 60◦ 35◦ 45◦ 60◦
RG µmax 27
◦ 36% 29◦ 28% 29◦ 20% 30◦ 82% 31◦ 81% 31◦ 82%
k 4.3 95% 4.2 95% 4.1 93% 2.6 100% 2.6 100% 2.6 100%
σT [10
7] 3.5 98% 3.3 98% 3.1 97% 2.7 99% 2.4 100% 2.2 100%
QSO µmax 13
◦ 100% 15◦ 100% 18◦ 100% 16◦ 100% 19◦ 100% 23◦ 100%
k 6.2 93% 6.0 94% 5.8 94% 4.3 100% 4.2 100% 4.1 100%
σT [10
7] 7.3 100% 5.8 100% 5.0 100% 4.5 100% 3.7 99% 3.0 99%
RG+QSO µmax 19
◦ 2%
6%
23◦ 7%
3%
25◦ 12%
16%
22◦ 22%
27%
25◦ 42%
49%
28◦ 73%
70%
k 5.1 10%
11%
5.0 13%
13%
4.8 19%
20%
3.4 26%
37%
3.3 31%
28%
3.2 39%
29%
σT [10
7] 5.0 0%
3%
4.3 4%
5%
3.8 16%
17%
3.4 43%
40%
2.9 63%
50%
2.6 74%
78%
parameters needed to obtain the Q, M and L values of
the modeled source were as follows:
1. µmax − the largest intrinsic misalignment angle; a sin-
gle intrinsic misalignment angle was taken from the
uniform distribution [0, µmax]
2. k = v/σv; the mean velocity v and the standard devia-
tion σv describe the Guassian distribution from which
the expansion velocities of a model source were taken.
As all simulations were done for constant value of
v = 0.01c only σv was treated as a free parameter
3. σT − the standard deviation of the Gaussian distri-
bution (T , σT ) from which the internal age T was se-
lected. T = 107 years was accepted as a mean age for
the all discussed cases.
Once a set of model parameters was adopted, the Q, M
and L model distributions were obtained in the Monte
Carlo simulation comprising 10000 generation. We then
varied the model parameters to determine the fits, based
on the Kolmogorov test of consistency, that best repro-
duced the observed Q, M and L distributions. It was
done independently for three different values of the view-
ing cone angle ψ = 35◦, 45◦ and 60◦.
The results of the simulations are presented in Ta-
ble 2, which gives the best fitted values of µmax, k and
σT , together with the probabilities (in percent) that mea-
sure the goodness of fits, separately for quasars and ra-
dio galaxy subsamples, and for the case when the both
classes of sources were treated as a one category of objects,
having the some model parameters, but seen at different
range of viewing angle ( [18◦, ψ] for quasars and [ψ, 90◦]
for galaxies).
The numbers in Table 2 indicate that:
1. it is difficult to find, at a significant level of the good-
ness of fit, the same model parameters for quasars and
galaxies treated in accordance with the unified scheme
2. the large probabilities resulting from all the fitting
procedures 1 in the cases of the pure quasar and ra-
dio galaxy subsamples show that the rather different
physical conditions, disclosed by the unlike model pa-
rameters, are responsible for the observed differences
between quasars and radio galaxies.
4. Discussion
Extragalactic radio sources are observed as (elongated)
structures being rather far from spherical symmetry, so
knowledge of their orientation to our line of sight is an
essential part of understanding their intrinsic structure
and possible strong selection effects. Properly speaking, in
the simple unified scheme proposed by Barthel (1989) the
differences between quasars and radio galaxies are simply
treated as a result of a strong orientation effect.
Recently, the selection approach to the radio galaxy-
quasar problem was favoured by Gopal-Krishna and
Kulkarni’s papers (Gopal-Krishna and Kulkarni 1992,
Gopal-Krishna et al. 1994), which based on the ob-
served radio sizes and number densities of extragalac-
tic radio sources. However, in order to explain the dis-
1 the about 100% goodness of fit for the observed M distri-
bution of radio galaxies was also possible to obtain, however
the intrinsic misalignment angle had to be taken not from a
uniform distribution but a Gaussian one (see also ZC)
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Fig. 2. Estimated cosmological evolution for geometrical pa-
rameters Q,M , L of the radio galaxy (◦) and quasar (△) struc-
tures
crepancy in counts between radio galaxies and quasars
reported by Singal (1993a), Gopal-Krishna et al. (1994)
had to incorporate intrinsic misalignment between ra-
dio axis and visibility cone in a rather large range of
angles (with a mean 30◦). The significant role of mis-
alignment effects, but related to overall bending of a ra-
dio structure, was already mentioned in our first paper
(ZC) and recently underlined in the work of Lister et al.
(1994) where orientation modelling of radio source prop-
erties was presented. Although in conclusions Lister et
al. accepted to some extent orientation as a major pa-
rameter, they warned against their evidence as a proof
that there are no intrinsic differences too. They supported
the unification mainly on the base that the radio galaxy
structure modelled with the parameters estimated from
quasar data are consistent with observed radio galaxy
morphology.
Unfortunately, they have not presented any statistical
measure of this consistency. As it is indicated in our anal-
ysis, finding satisfactory fits of kinematical model with
the same parameters for both radio galaxies and quasars
Fig. 3. Estimated dependency of radio luminosity on geomet-
rical parameters Q, M , L of the radio galaxy (◦) and quasar
(△) structures
is difficult, hence the intrinsic structure of extragalactic
radio sources must play an important role in the distinc-
tion between these two classes of objects. Of course, the
line of sight angle should be taken into account but rather
as a sort of factor which influence the observed struc-
tures of physically different sources. In 1991 McCarthy
et al. showed that the asymmetry of radio source struc-
tures must be physically related to the condition of the
galaxy environment, namely the presence of thermal line-
emitting gas. According to their study, the closer of the
two lobes always lies on the side of high surface bright-
ness optical line emission. Among nearby galaxies, there
is also observed the correlation of asymmetry with radio
luminosity (the objects which are less powerful are also
more asymmetric and smaller in size, e.g. ZC) which most
likely arises from the interaction of expanding structures
with the surrounding medium. In that case, one possible
interpretation of the results from the estimation of kine-
matical model and the comparison of evolutionary trends
of Q, M , L parameters for quasar and radio galaxy struc-
tures is slightly different state of galactic environment as-
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QSO
RG
ψ
Fig. 4. Visibility conditions for powerful radio galaxies and
extended quasars tested by the kinematical model with the
opening angle of obscuring torus ψ
sociated with these objects, even if their deep interiors are
identical.
An example supporting this point of view is the com-
parison of liner sizes of nearby (z < 0.7) radio sources.
In our data sample of complete 3CR and GB/GB2 sur-
veys, contrary to the unification scheme prediction, the
linear sizes of radio galaxies (the median 131+14
−16) are less
at 10% of significance level in Student’s test than quasars
sizes (with the median 174+19
−51). A similar tendency was
spotted by Singal (1993b) in a large data set and inter-
preted as an evidence against the unified-scheme model.
The higher linear sizes of nearby quasars cannot be at-
tributed to their possible higher redshift in comparison to
radio galaxies since if the cosmological evolution of linear
sizes is homogeneous the nearby quasars sizes would be
even underestimated.
One can be suspicious about this contradiction owing
to broad line radio galaxies (BLRG) which are sometimes
treated as close quasars. In our sample 6 such objects are
known. Because their median size is 187+40
−77 they are cer-
tainly not smaller than ordinary quasars and their exclu-
sion from radio galaxies would even raise disagreement
with the unification.
One should also keep in mind, that the discrepancy
with simple unification scenario is visible on higher statis-
tical levels when wider redshift range and the appropriate
trends are discussed, which Singal (1993a) reported and
which can be seen from the numbers in Table 1 which were
calculated for objects with all possible redshifts. That is
probably one of the reasons why our results differ from
those reported in Barthel (1989) and McCarthy et al.
(1991) papers. Besides, due to the dependence of Q, M
and L parameter not only on redshift but also on lumi-
nosity the appropriate radio structure analysis should be
fully 3-dimensional, in (L, Q or L)-z-P space, as in Sin-
gal’s and our approach and contrary to the study in the
two papers mentioned above.
The obtained results can also be interpreted in the
framework of a subpopulation of radio galaxies which ow-
ing to different physical and morphological properties sep-
arate from other galaxies and should not be unified with
quasars. Large linear sizes and small fraction of nearby
quasars suggest that such contaminating group of radio
galaxies should consist of objects with low radio power
and small linear sizes. Among close radio sources, there
is already known a group of low luminosity, small, edge-
darkened (FRI) structures, with very weak emission lines
and no detectable broad lines and featureless continuum
- so called dull galaxies (Antonucci 1993). They are prob-
ably analogous to weak liners in a group of radio quiet
sources and therefore cannot be unified by orientation ef-
fects with broad line objects. In our subsample we have
only radio galaxies with FRII morphology but few low red-
shift ones have radio luminosity below the arbitrary FRI-II
break at 1025 W/Hz at 1.4 GHz. However, the performed
additional estimation of P β(1 + z)n model for our radio
galaxies but without those weakest objects (P < 1025)
has not revealed any statistical change in the description
of linear sizes evolution, thus differences between radio
galaxies and quasars certainly remain above the FRI-II
break.
An interesting possibility is also to suppose that also
some low power radio galaxies of FRII type are optically
dull, so they do not posses the broad line region (BLR) and
hence do not participate in the unification with quasars. In
fact, such a hypothesis has been put forward (Antonucci
1994) to explain Singal (1993a) results but detailed dull
object properties, redshift or luminosity ranges have not
been specified yet. To test this hypothesis we performed
the estimation of P β(1 + z)n model once again but with-
out the weakest and intermediate power radio galaxies
(P < 1026, roughly corresponding to z < 0.5). This time
the description of galaxy linear sizes was different. The
model parameters were estimated at not satisfactory con-
fidence level that may be attributed either to low density
of objects in P -z space or to higher diversity of morpho-
logical properties of objects. In any case, the possibility of
dull FRII galaxies cannot be excluded, and the reported
modelling set up the redshift limit for the contaminat-
ing group of galaxies as large as about z ≈ 0.5. The ex-
istence of this separate class of objects is appealing not
only because it accounts for the observed evolution of rel-
ative number and linear size of quasars and radio galaxies,
which otherwise cannot be explained in the framework of
simple unification scheme. Supposing the absent-BLR ob-
jects have also more asymmetric and bent structures than
the other galaxies (that is in concordance with observed
growing of the asymmetry with smaller structures) they
would also explain an intrinsic asymmetry and bending for
nearby radio galaxies higher than for quasars (see in Ta-
ble 2 parameters µmax and k for the first redshift range).
Further spectropolarimetric observations of the all nearby
radio galaxies should reveal whether the subgroup of FRII
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objects without BLR really exists and hence whether this
supplementation of simple Barthel’s unification scheme is
correct.
However, there is still a problem in this framework with
high redshift radio galaxies, which nevertheless seem to
be more intrinsically asymmetrical and bent than quasars
(see Table 2). That contradiction cannot arise from possi-
ble higher luminosity of these radio galaxies in comparison
with quasars as one might judge from Figure 1: if the cor-
relation of asymmetry with luminosity for nearby galaxies
still holds for the distant ones we can speculate that less
powerful high-redshift radio galaxies would be even more
asymmetrical and bent than those included in our data
set.
5. Conclusions
The main results of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows
1. The investigation of radio structures of quasars and
radio galaxies shows that the cosmological evolution
of geometrical properties of these two AGN types are
different. As well as linear size, the arm asymmetry
and bending evolve more strongly with epoch for radio
galaxies and their dependence on radio luminosity is
also stronger for radio galaxies than for quasars.
2. The performed estimation of kinematical model shows
that finding the same set of model parameters which
reproduce radio galaxy and quasar observed structures
according to the simple unification scheme is not pos-
sible on high level of statistical significance. The much
better fits are achieved when the structures of these
two kinds of sources are modelled individually.
These findings seem to contradict the pure unification
scenario based entirely on the viewing angle and may re-
veal a slightly different state of environmental conditions
established during the evolution of these objects.
The other attractive possibility explaining the consid-
ered data is to admit the existence of subpopulation of
moderate redshift FRII galaxies without BLR and with
slightly smaller and more asymmetric structures than the
remaining part of the observed radio galaxies.
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